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Introduction
[1] Fables are short, past tense, fictional narratives that invite perception about how to live
life. The genre is most closely associated with the name of Aesop, who may have lived in the
600’s before the Common Era. Unlike fairy tales, fables have little magic in them outside the
basic permission that everything in a fable can be asked to speak. Fables have tended to
travel as a body. The basic stories travel easily from one culture and era to another. But
those basic stories invite a fascinating array of tellings, morals, and visual presentations.
[2] Fables and religion have a natural affinity; both are frequently involved in inviting people
to awaken and to perceive, and both deal often with things we call “morals.” Religious
figures have thus naturally reached out to fables as vehicles for presenting their beliefs. The
ambiguity in that word “morals” suggests, however, that fables will have to be met on their
own terms and that they may be truculent carriers of other meaning. Fables may even have
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their own things to say about religion and its devotees. When fables and religion meet not
only in text but in visual image, the possibilities for enhanced meaning grow, but so do the
possibilities for compromised meaning or struggles about possible meaning.
[3] This paper presents four
such meetings between fable
and religion with an eye to
fable’s demands to be
respected on its own terms.
In each of these moments,
the body of cultural heritage
we call “fable” meets religion
at the crossroad and that
crossroad is displayed in a
visual image. One moment
comes from each of the four
centuries from the seventeenth through the twentieth Figure 1. Albrecht Pfister, Edelstein, “The Wolf and the Lamb.”
and each represents a
different kind of encounter. As I choose these four, I am aware of passing up five other
fascinating moments where fable meets religion.
Five Other Moments of Encounter Between Fable and Religion
[4] First, the Dominican monk or third order member Ulrich Boner wrote Edelstein by 1350,
taking the popular medium of fable and using it to promote a Christian spirituality for laity.
Unfortunately, when Albrecht Pfister in Bamberg in 1461 makes of Edelstein the first
illustrated book, he eviscerates the spiritual and religious meaning of Boner’s fables. He
creates a book that will sell: family or group entertainment where some read, some listen, and
some look at the pictures as they hear. He has the woodcuts beautifully colored by an expert
hand. He prints perhaps 100 copies and then breaks down his trays of movable type to
rearrange them for the next book. Boner’s spiritual and religious interests will not help sell
this book and so Pfister removes most of them. And so I regretfully bypass this great
moment.
[5] Second, Martin Luther put together a collection of Aesop’s fables in 1530 in the Burg
Coburg. These were first published posthumously. Fables for Luther show how the world
works, and what we see in them is that the world is cruel and threatening. For example, he
uses the fable illustrated above in Edelstein: the wolf will eat the lamb whatever just answers
the lamb can give to the wolf’s unjust accusations (figure 1). For Luther, that is the way of
the world. Though fables were important for Luther, the visual moment seems to have been
less important here, even though strong Lutheran artists would later go on to create good
illustrated fable books.
[6] A third moment occurs when the Jesuits brought the printing press to Japan. One of
their first books, published in 1593 at Nagasaki, was Esopo No Fabulas, a book of fables,
extant now like Boner’s Edelstein in one copy. Fables were their way to engage Japanese nonChristians in dialogue about serious moral issues in pre-evangelization discussions. The
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fables also helped Europeans to learn the local language. This edition was not illustrated.
The Jesuits were soon thrown out or murdered, but the fables took up permanent residence
as part of Japanese literature. I pass by this intersection of fables and religion because it
included no visual element.
[7] Emblem books, which were extremely popular in the 1600s, signal our fourth moment.
They combined all sorts of cultural repositories, particularly fables, parables, proverbs, and
scriptural sayings. The significant push to unify wisdom in the image sometimes did violence
to the simple meaning of a fable. The pressure was strong to get the fable to cohere with the
other elements being unified, integrated, or amalgamated in a single image. Because the
specific import of the fable was frequently lost or diminished, I pass by this fascinating
intersection of fable, religion, and the visual.
[8] Fifth and finally, Francois Joseph Desbillons was the most famous fable writer of the
1760s. His book of fables in Latin verse was a popular school edition since it taught fables in
an understandable but good Latin style. Desbillons was a Jesuit and had to flee as Jesuits
were thrown out of successive countries in Europe. His last flight was from France to
Mannheim, where – when the Jesuits were suppressed totally in the 1770s – he became a
presence at the Kurfürst’s court. Image is less central to Desbillons’ work, and many of his
editions were not illustrated.
[9] The four moments I consider in this study concern
the fables of Jean de La Fontaine, of Samuel Croxall, of
William Henry Anderdon, and of Fritz Eichenberg. In
each we find a different rapprochement among fable,
religion, and visual image. In particular, we find that fable
has its own character and is not easily utilized for making
a coherent religious message. Our four authors represent,
respectively, a prominent fabulist who criticizes religion, a
clergyman who finds fable an entryway into expounding
upon sectarian beliefs, another clergyman who uses fable
sometimes more and sometimes less successfully, and a
visual artist who makes of pictured fable an effective
vehicle for social comment.
Jean de La Fontaine
[10] Jean de La Fontaine is the “other” great Western
fabulist with Aesop. In 1668, he published six books of
fables; those six were followed by six more in succeeding
years. La Fontaine’s material naturally includes religion, as Figure 2: French Trade Card, c. 1890:
it includes politics, education, and other aspects of his “The Milkmaid.”
society. La Fontaine directly addresses religion just often enough to make a religious reader
wince because of his biting satire. Three fables considered here show varying degrees of
explicit critique of religion. All three operate from a typical humanistic viewpoint
representing the anti-religious sentiments of the Enlightenment.
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[11] La Fontaine pairs the first of these three fables with the story of the milkmaid in Book
VII, Fable 10. The very pairing of two fables suggests the demanding literary level at which
La Fontaine operates; most collections of Aesopic fables, by contrast, show little
organization. A frequent organizing principle in them is alphabetical. Just as often, there is
no discernible order.
[12] In La Fontaine’s fable, the milkmaid Perrette carries a pitcher of milk to market on her
head. As she goes, she looks forward to the profit she will make and what she will do with it:
chickens and eggs and more profit and then pigs and more profit and then a cow, as the
trade card from the late 1800s suggests by adding cows and pigs along Perrette’s route
(figure 2). Soon enough, Perrette muses, she will have money for a glorious dress. People
will want to dance with her at the next fair, but she will just shake her head and say “no.” As
she shakes her head, she shakes down the pail of milk that she has been balancing there. La
Fontaine takes a compassionate view of Perrette’s folly. We all do it, he says.
Who doesn’t roam off to Cockaigne?
Who doesn’t build castles in Spain?
Picrochole, Dairy Woman, Pyrrhus, all dream lies.
The foolish no more than the wise
Have their fantasies; daydreams hold the sweetest prize.
Seductive illusions sweep reason from our mind:
All wealth belongs to us in our eyes,
Every honor and every beauty we can find.
When I’m alone, I defy the bravest knight ever known;
I travel afar, drag the Sophy from his throne.
They make me king, my people cherish me;
Crowns of all the realms rain down on my head.
Should something then happen to restore me to reality,
I’m as before, John Clod instead (Spector: 319-20).

Figure 3. Endpiece to Fables de La Fontaine, Fable VII,
9 by J. J. Grandville.
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Figure 4. Illustration for Fables de La Fontaine, Fable
VII, 10 by J. J. Grandville.
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Perrette becomes the daydreamer in La Fontaine and in each of us, constantly brought back
from dreams of conquest to our ordinary lives. J. J. Grandville’s 1838 illustration at the end
of this fable (figure 3) suggests not only La Fontaine’s daydream but also his sympathy with
this kind of daydreaming.
[13] La Fontaine then matches this fable of the milkmaid with a parallel fable of a different
tone: VII 10 tells of “The Curate and the Dead Man.” Grandville’s image cleverly shows the
parallel fable of the milkmaid in the window of a priest’s carriage as he delivers a corpse to a
funeral or burial (figure 4). He looks on the deceased as a source of money. In fact, he
dreams of spending it on rather scandalous stuff: wine for himself and clothes for his niece
and housekeeper.

Figure 5. Illustration for Fables de La Fontaine, Fable VII, 10 by Gustave
Doré.

Figure 6. Endpiece to Fables de La
Fontaine, Fable VII, 10 by J. J.
Grandville.

[14] Gustave Dore’s image from 1868 is just as negative (figure 5). The greedy priest looks
on the casket as his prey. But in the midst of his daydreams there comes a surprise.
Vicar John Slicker eyed his corpse with greed and pleasure,
As though he might somehow be robbed of this treasure.
And to it his gaze seemed to say,
“Sir Deceased, I’ll have from you
Cash; for candlewax you’ll pay;
And other minor expenses too.”
Now he could buy a small cask he’d wanted to get
Of the very best regional wine.
A pretty niece, who was his pet,
And also his maid, Paquette,
In brand-new skirts would shine.
Pleasant thoughts, made null
By a collision: goodbye to the hearse.
Journal of Religion & Society
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Vicar John Slicker fared worse:
Hit by his dead man’s casket, he earned a broken skull.
The lead-encased parishioner now ordered his pastor aboard,
Our Curate meekly followed his lord:
Both went off on the journey together (Spector: 321-22).
La Fontaine has an accident interrupt the greedy daydream with the harsh reality of death.
And there is no sympathy for the greedy daydreamer.
[15] How different is Grandville’s fable-ending design this time (figure 6). The coffin has
victimized the victimizer! Our sentiment as readers is that the greedy priest has received his
just desserts by having to travel towards judgment with his dreamt-about victim. Fable and
image have worked together well to satirize the human being whose religion is a cover for
greed.

Figure 7. Illustration to Fables de La Fontaine, Fable VII, 3 by J.J. Grandville.

[16] The second La Fontaine fable addressing religion does it explicitly but less directly:
Fable VII 3 takes us into a world where cats are raising havoc for all the citizens of the
republic of rats and its besieged capital Ratopolis. The beleaguered rats go to one of their
own for some food for their journey. This rat has retired into a Dutch cheese, which serves
him now as both home and sustenance (figure 7).
[17] References in La Fontaine’s text make this retired rat into a monk, as Grandville’s
illustration cleverly does by giving this rat a religious cowl and a cincture. Here is the
hermit’s answer to their request:
“Friends,” came the Solitary’s view,
“Worldly things to me are of no more worth or use.
How on earth can a poor recluse
Ever help you out? What can he do
Journal of Religion & Society
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But pray that Heaven grant you aid, in this affair?
I hope God will award you some support and care.”
Having spoken thus with such grace,
The new saint shut his door in their face.
In your opinion, who is it I designate
In this Rat of such little generosity?
A monk? Oh, no; that’s a dervish’s trait.
I assume charity always defines a monk’s religiosity (Spector: 301).
Touché, La Fontaine! No fat monk would be so ungenerous, indeed! La Fontaine’s last lines
ironically deny exactly what the fable portrays: selfishness in the name of religion. The fable’s
delightful fiction of a Dutch cheese as home and sustenance provides just the right setting
for biting critique of religion.

Figure 8. Illustration to Fables de La Fontaine, Fable VII, 16 by J. J. Grandville.

[18] Fable VII 16 makes no explicit mention of religion, but illustrators pick up clues. The
text itself tells of a weasel who took over an absent rabbit’s home. The rabbit returned and
the two argued, but then agreed to take their argument to a revered cat named Raminagrobis
(figure 8).
This was a Cat living alone like a pious anchorite;
A Cat more unctuous than any cenobite;
A saint of a Cat, a thick-furred Law-Cat, big and obese,
A skilled referee in all cases like these (Spector: 339).
Raminagrobis greets the two litigants:
Grimalkin said to them, “My children, come close indeed,
Journal of Religion & Society
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Come close. With the weight of the years, I no longer hear
As well.” Both drew near, thinking they had nought to fear.
Once contestants, as he saw, were well within reach,
Grimalkin, good apostle and brother,
Dispensing a swipe of his claws at the same time to each,
Put litigants in accord by consuming first one, then the other (Spector: 341).

Figure 9. French postcard from the
middle of the twentieth century.

Figure 10. French postcard from the 1970s.

[19] Figures 9 and 10 show popular images of this fable. Both underscore visually the
religious character of this hypocrite destroyer by giving him religious garb. The second adds
a halo proclaiming his supposed sanctity. They approach for judgment and receive summary
judgment: equal consumption by the devouring cat! For La Fontaine, aspects of religious life
deserve the kind of sharp imaginative criticism that fable can bring, and lively artists pick up
his criticism. Religion, then, for La Fontaine, is a target of his satiric fables, and illustrators
have eagerly picked up on the chance to give compelling visual form to the criticism.
Samuel Croxall
[20] We turn now to an example of religion as partisan motivation for telling fables. Samuel
Croxall, an Anglican churchman, published his Fables of Aesop and Others in 1722. It is an
important edition for a number of reasons. One is that it was published in some two
hundred editions and remained the most significant children’s collection for the next century
and a half, as Anne Hobbs comments. She suggests two good reasons for the book’s
popularity: for the first time in England every fable was illustrated, and the book was cheap
(Hobbs 84).
[21] For Croxall, this edition was important religiously. He meant this edition to supplant the
Roman Catholic L’Estrange’s English edition of thirty years earlier. Here is the vigorous
language of Croxall’s preface:
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What Devils, nay what poor Devils, would L’Estrange make of those
children who should be so unfortunate as to read his book and imbibe his
pernicious principles: Principles, coin’d and suited to promote the Growth
and serve the Ends of Popery and Arbitrary Power. . . In every political
Touch, he shews himself to be the Tool and Hireling of the Popish Faction
. . . (pages unnumbered).
[22] After reading this statement, we may want to think twice about Croxall’s declaration that
he himself “detests animosities and factious divisions”! We might also wonder what religious
allegiance – Anglican or Roman – has to do with a book of fables. For Croxall it was crucial.

Figure 11. Croxall Fable 41: The Wind and the Sun.

Figure 12. Croxall Fable 113: The Man, and his
Wooden God.

[23] His allegiance comes clear in several fables. First is the standard fable of the wind and
the sun, illustrated effectively by Croxall’s original 1722 artist, Elisha Kirkall (figure 11). The
fable, traditionally as here, shows that gentleness and persuasion can outdo sheer force.
Where the wind cannot rip a garment off of a traveler, the sun can persuade the traveler to
remove it himself. The violent wind never thinks of the possibility that the traveler might be
persuaded to remove the garment himself. Kirkall illustrates the fable well.
[24] For Croxall there are no mere one-line “morals” for fables. There are applications,
which become like sermons, extended lessons based loosely on the fables. Although Croxall
tells his fables well, we can pity the children who had to listen to this endless moralizing on
good simple stories! Hobbs writes that his “morals, indigestible and sometimes irrelevant,
occupy half the book” (84).
[25] In the midst of his long application on this fable, Croxall has this to say:
Persecution has always fix’d and riveted those Opinions which it was
intended to dispel; and some discerning Men have attributed the quick
Growth of Christianity, in a great Measure, to the rough and barbarous
Reception which its first Teachers met with in the World. I believe the same
may have been observ’d of our Reformation: The Blood of the Martyrs was
the Manure which produc’d that great Protestant Crop on which the Church
of England has subsisted ever since (77).
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[26] In this case, for Croxall, the application bears not only on Christian history but also on
Protestant suffering at the hands of Roman Catholics. With that very specific and polemic
application, we have come a long way from a fable about gentleness and persuasion.
[27] “The Man and His Wooden God” is a funny fable, again well illustrated by Kirkall
(figure 12), about a man who gets frustrated with receiving no payoff from the god before
whom he prays. In anger, he takes a bat to the god’s statue only to find, once he has bashed
the statue, that it is filled with gold pieces! Lucky fellow! Notice Croxall’s classic Protestant
reflection on the idiocy of idolatrous worship of images, including its last swipe at Roman
Catholics. No sensible heathen, he says, would pray to a statue.
But what then must we think of those Christians who blindly run into the
same practice? Tho’ they have an acknowledg’d and receiv’d command from
the God they worship, absolutely forbidding it. What was only Stupidity in
the Heathens, in them is gross Wickedness and prophane impudent Impiety.
But the People who can be made to believe that this is right, may be taught
to swallow any thing, and consequently are fittest Tools to carry on the Trade
of Priestcraft (195).
Again, reflective readers, including reflective young readers, will read Croxall wondering
whether we have not travelled a long way from the fable in pursuit of a partisan religious
argument. The fable seems to be about funny surprises in life, but the application has
become an argument about the place of images in religion. Would not the man in the fable
be grateful for a particularly lucrative image?
[28] Croxall invokes that closing term “Priestcraft” once earlier, in Fable 83, as he applies the
fable of the lion and the frog. A lion heard a loud sound and quaked for fear but could see
nothing making the sound. At last the lion saw a frog crawl out of the lake and heard the
frog croak. Out of anger and contempt, the lion dashed the frog to pieces. Croxall takes the
fable to apply to vain fears and speaks of times when we are alone and in the dark. He may
miss the fable’s apt suggestion that our strong reaction against fears, when we learn them to
be meaningless, comes from our own anger with ourselves at letting ourselves be frightened.
Why does a lion need to kill a frog?
[29] Croxall concentrates rather on religion that builds on groundless fears and finds
“Priestcraft” again at play.
The most learned, the most ingenious, and candid Writers in all Ages, have
ridicul’d and exploded the Belief of these terrible airy Beings; and that
Goblins, Daemons, Spectres, Witches, Spirits, Apparitions, Fairies, Ghosts,
etc. were invited by Knaves to fright Fools with. Where-ever Superstition
and Priestcraft flourish, these imaginary Beings swarm; and decrease in
proportion as the other two are discountenanced: insomuch, that at present,
there are fewer of them inhabiting the Isle of Great Britain, than has been
known, perhaps, since the Time that the Druids flourish’d here (143-44).
After the partisan comments we find in Croxall, it is not surprising that the next great fable
edition after Croxall’s, by Samuel Richardson in 1757, proclaims that it is “abstracted from
all party considerations.”
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[30] It may be a continuing wonder to us that telling fables calls for a particularly Catholic or
Protestant commitment. Fables, for Croxall at least, were a weapon in the war between
Christian religions. Watching Croxall’s match between fable and application confirms our
sense that fable here is being used for religious purposes, and that the use sometimes violates
the instrument. Croxall has points to make as preacher that go beyond his good stories and
may even go against his good stories. A given fable may not fit with his polemic purposes.
William Henry Anderdon
[31] Our next example raises a question. Is this a marriage of fable and religion? Or is it
another less reverential use of fable by religion? William Henry Anderdon graduated from
Oxford and was later ordained an Anglican priest. In 1850 he was received into the Roman
Catholic Church and was eventually a preacher and confessor at University Church in
Dublin. He served his uncle, Cardinal Manning, as secretary until he joined the Jesuits in
1872. A year before that he published The Christian Aesop: Ancient Fables Teaching Eternal
Truths.
[32] This book arises from a desire to
present Roman Catholicism through fable.
That proposal can lead to bending the
fables into something they are not. I present
five examples from Fr. Anderdon’s work. I
will offer for each my sense of how well it
works here to harness fables so that they
teach Christian spirituality.
[33] The illustrations in Anderdon’s book
are borrowed from or created after standard
nineteenth-century sources like Harrison
Weir. Buying the blocks or making one’s
own copies of them belonged to standard
publishing practices of the time. Anderdon
and his editors are careful to choose
depictions that fit with their particular use
of individual fables.
[34] Consider then Anderdon’s “The Fox
and the Crow,” subtitled “Against Vanity,
and Love of Praise” (figure 13). The fable is
told in standard fashion. The silly crow with
a piece of cheese believes the fox’s flattery Figure 13. Anderdon Croxall Fable 16: The Fox and
and opens her beak to sing. The fox is the Crow.
uninterested in the song and runs off with
the cheese. Anderdon’s moral wisely counsels against flattery. Here the intersection between
fable and spirituality works, and the illustration helps the two to intersect well.
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Figure 14. Anderdon Fable 9: The Carter Praying.

Figure 15. Anderdon Fable 10: The Lion in the Snare.

[35] How about the carter praying, often enough to Hercules in the standard fable? This
fable regularly has the man praying first and Hercules answering something like “Put your
shoulder to the wheel, and then I will think of answering your prayer.” Here is Anderdon’s
version:
A carter, driving his wagon heavily laden with timber, came to a place where
the wheels stuck fast in the mire; when his utmost efforts failed to move
them, he began to seek help from on high, for what his own unaided powers
could not effect (38).
[36] For his purposes here, Anderdon has the man working hard first and then praying
(figure 14). Has this man in the illustration tried hard yet? For the traditional fable, the
answer is “no.” For Anderdon, it is “yes.” Anderdon’s spiritual application of the fable has
turned 180 degrees away from the fable’s traditional point: “Do not ask the gods to do
something which you may be able to do yourself.” This match between fable and spirituality
may not go so well.
[37] A good Roman Catholic, Fr. Anderdon promotes confession. To do that, he reaches to
the fable of the lion and the mouse (figure 15). His moral is about self-examination, praying,
and contrition. To have the fable serve his purpose here, he starts it with the lion roaming
the forest and falling into a trap.
[38] The traditional telling of this fable starts rather with a mouse disturbing the lion’s sleep
and asking for forgiveness, with the promise that he will repay the lion. That thought brings
Journal of Religion & Society
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the lion to laughter and wins the mouse’s release. Little friends can be big friends! But little
fables may not always match with big thoughts about sacraments! The traditional fable’s
unique charm arises from the connection between the lion’s release of the captured mouse
and the mouse’s release of the captured lion. Suppressing the first phase to make a spiritual
point sacrifices the value of the fable.

Figure 16. Anderdon Fable 11: The Bear and the
Bees.

Figure 17. Anderdon Fable 13: The Eagle and the
Tortoise.

[39] Still dealing with confession, Fr. Anderdon reaches for an image of the pain we should
feel over sins remembered. He comes up with the pain the bear experienced when he stole
honey from the bees (figure 16). This fable is almost always told with a laugh. Look at the
come-uppance the bear got when he tried to steal honey! Is that the tone Fr. Anderdon
wants for Christian compunction? The fable’s tone evaporates here as it is applied to an
inappropriate spiritual teaching.
[40] Anderdon stresses that prayer and especially sacraments can bring the soul closer to
God. For that he finds a good image in the turtle carried aloft by an eagle (figure 17). In
itself, the image fits well. But watch out for the fable’s context here! This fable almost always
has the eagle dropping the turtle to its death for having made his impertinent request! The
fable thus usually deals in standard fable wisdom: “Know who you are and live that or you
will get into trouble!” Again the image is well chosen to fit Anderdon’s moral, but the fable
suggests other things than those Anderdon seeks. For me, a noble effort to bring together
the religious spirituality that Anderdon cherishes with standard cultural symbols becomes
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here a matter of hit-and-miss. Anderdon’s experience admonishes us to be wary if we try to
use fables to present Christian spirituality.
Fritz Eichenberg
[41] Our fourth intersection of religion and fable takes a different form. Religion here is
neither the object of satire as it was for La Fontaine, nor a partisan contest as it was for
Croxall. It is also not a matter of interior spirituality as it was for Anderdon. That religion is
a force in the work of Fritz Eichenberg stands clear from his associations and his work. His
prints appeared frequently, for example, in The Catholic Worker, published by Dorothy Day.
One of his most revealing publications about his own work is titled Art and Faith. Religion
for Eichenberg is part of a driving worldview, a spirituality with strong implications for
social and political decisions.
[42] This last encounter of religion and fable thus presents a creative development of fable
by an excellent visual artist with a strong spirituality. Fritz Eichenberg published Endangered
Species and Other Fables with a Twist at the age of 78 in 1979. He wrote the blank-verse texts of
the fables himself. The book includes twenty-six works. Many are explicitly religious: they
quote Isaiah, picture Adam and Eve, describe St. George killing the dragon, and above all
contrast the peaceable kingdom of Isaiah with Armageddon as our two possible futures.

Figure 18. Endangered Species: Woodcut for “The
Shepherd and the Wolf.”

Figure 19. Endangered Species: Drawing for “The
Shepherd and the Wolf.”

[43] Eichenberg mixes references from LaFontaine, scripture, legend, and fairy tale,
frequently to suggest the way the world works and the decisions we face. Ten of these
“fables with a twist” are in close touch with the Aesopic tradition. We are fortunate because
the book gives not only Eichenberg’s woodcuts but also the preliminary drawings for them,
often quite different and done both in black-and-white and in color.
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[44] What really happened between shepherd and wolf once the shepherd got over his bad
“Wolf-calling” jokes (figures 18 and 19)? Eichenberg picks up the story with the wolf’s pitch
to the boy.
“Well said, my boy, here is my paw
and a bundle of dough in the bargain.
Cry ‘Wolf’ any time you need me, son,
or call me collect at my office!”
You want to know the happy end –
(not so, of course, for the poor sheep)?
The firm of Shepherd, Wolf, and Co
went public, prospered, and
paid handsome dividends
forever after! (60).
[46] The target here is people with power, and Eichenberg enlists his pen and even more his
carving tool in the service of victims like the sheep. Image takes the lead against corporate
injustice. We know the traditional fable and its lesson that we should not cry “Wolf!” The
new phase of the fable is all the more telling because it adds a new and more frightening
chapter about what really happens in life: smart shepherds and wolves band together, and we
sheep become their victims.

Figure 20. Endangered Species: Woodcut for “The
Donkey in the Lion Skin.”

Figure 21. Endangered Species: Drawing for “The
Donkey in the Lion Skin.”

[47] Image again takes the lead when we see what happens for Eichenberg as a donkey puts
on a lion’s skin (figures 20 and 21). He becomes a duce, a Führer. This tale has no second
phase typical in the tradition, in which the usurping donkey is found out and humiliated.
Rather, at the end of Eichenberg’s text,
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But our Super Donkey, Duce, Leader
he made himself – so people say –
Generalissimo and President-for-Life,
and soon retired on a handsome pension (64).
There is no retribution here for the donkey’s usurpation and no learning of his place. There
is only power and a cushy retirement. Eichenberg deliberately truncates the old fable to
make a trenchant new point about society: leaders created by costumes and salutes lead
common people to their destruction.

Figure 22. Endangered Species: Woodcut for “Bullfrog
for President.”

Figure 23. Endangered Species: Drawing for “Bullfrog
for President.”

[48] Politics is a natural target for Eichenberg, as he transforms the Aesopic story of the frog
who saw a bull (figures 22 and 23). In Aesop, this frog burst from his envious attempts to
equal the bull. In Eichenberg, the blown-up frog’s monstrous croaking somehow makes him
into a political hero for the bulls who carry him off and elect him on the Bull-Frog bipartisan
ticket. We who miss bipartisan politics get the point. Is politics about catch-phrases uniting
bulls and frogs? Is political discourse nothing more than bloated “thinking big”?
[49] In Eichenberg’s work, the visual takes the lead as the woodcuts cleverly combine
amusement and accusation. Eichenberg brings to Aesop intense consciousness of the mad
violence of our age, couched in a whimsy sometimes relieving and sometimes ironic.
Eichenberg sees an Aesopic situation with the eye of the social critic – the critic especially of
greedy capitalists and selfish power-wielders. Fable then becomes the story of our world,
laughable and lamentable, racing to its destruction. In Eichenberg’s own words
The Fables with a Twist are old morals that have been turned around to fit our
different times. They release pent-up worries about mankind’s follies and the
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upside-down state of the world, and send out an appeal for sanity before the
Final Blast (quoted by William Packard in the “Introduction” to Endangered
Species: 16).
[50] For me this use of fable fits perfectly with the laudable religious contribution
Eichenberg made for years in service of Quaker causes and as a collaborator with Dorothy
Day. The religious depth of his conviction comes through fables about religious as well as
supposedly secular subjects.
Conclusion
[51] In the western world, fables have constituted a popular and readily accessible literary
genre. Religion is for some a serious source of devotion and for some a popular target for
criticism. This paper has watched the fascinating meetings of religion and fables in four of
their many possible intersections, all the more fascinating because visual artists portray the
meeting. We have found a prominent fabulist who criticizes religion, a religious minister who
finds fable a way to expound upon sectarian beliefs, another clergyman who uses fable
sometimes more and sometimes less successfully, and a visual artist who makes of pictured
fable a convenient vehicle for social comment.
[52] As we watch religion meet fable, we see that fables make their own demands. These
well-established stories have their own character and appeal. In a La Fontaine, the power of
fable can make the hypocritically religious especially worthy of derision. In Croxall, the fable
sometimes goes in one direction and the preacher goes in another, and the preaching may
suffer for overshooting its beginning story. In Anderdon, we see an even stronger attempt to
instrumentalize fable. Attempts to use just one phase of a fable while suppressing others
weaken and even undermine the intended spiritual teachings. Understanding readers will
want to ask “But what about the rest of the story?” In Eichenberg, we see a strong visual
artist reverencing the fable’s traditional story but then twisting it for surprising, challenging,
and even prophetic social comment.
[53] These meetings challenge us as readers and viewers to bring all that we can to the
experience: a good understanding of the fable genre, a discerning sense of religious belief,
perceptive visual imagination, and a readiness to let each creative encounter offer its own
approach to the visual intersection of religion and fables.
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